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I began this newsletter in January
aware of the challenges
confronting us amidst smoke-laden
skies, bushfires and drought
affected areas such as those we saw
around St Helens during the State get-together. Closer to home we are seeing changes in our gardens even experiencing water restrictions in the most southern state.
There is a sense in APST Inc. that we are on the right track as we respond to the changing environment
finding ways to work with native gardens and do our bit to improve the environment by being aware,
caring for and tending our gardens and nearby bush. The ‘native plants message’ is becoming increasingly
vital and consequently it has never been more crucial for the Society to thrive. Dr Tanya Bailey who
spoke at the March meeting evoked a devastating picture with numbers showing the still-occurring
swathes of vegetation destruction. However, through the Climate Future Plots project, work is being
done to restore our bushland and grasslands and of course, native plants play a crucial role in this.
As I come to the March end of the newsletter the challenges we face now seem incredible and worthy
of a science fiction novel. We see the cancellation of the autumn plant sale; excursions; guest speakers;
the gatherings for monthly meetings; plus the state AGM due to be held at Eugenana on Saturday,
March 28. Fortunately much of the ‘business’ can be technologically organised. However, it will be
difficult to replace the interest and camaraderie that flows from human contact over drinks, suppers,
general meetings and excursion wanders.
I think for many of us it will be our gardens that sustain and provide us with a purpose. We can continue
to share what is happening in our gardens through the newsletter. So please send me photos, ideas and
suggestions as we learn to ‘thrive’, keeping safe in our present confines.

Tasmanian Native Plants Garden
A feature in this newsletter is our Tasmanian
Native Plants Garden at Heritage Forest.
This is located at the end of Caswell Street,
Mowbray and is easily visited.
The garden is admirably managed by Suzanne
Talbot, Daphne and Peter Longman.

A brief history and some photos of this garden can be found at www.apstasnorth.org under ‘Activities’.
Click on this link and read about how it all began under the heading ‘Projects’.

The garden at 15 years is continuing to be developed. Some plants remain steady, reliable and each year
flower nicely. A few succumb to a difficult season and die. Others become too domineering, taking over
the space of others and so need to be re-educated, taught manners, trimmed, drastically pruned or even
replaced with a younger generation happy to thrive as they display new fresh colours.
Today about 8-10 members including Suzanne, Daphne, Peter (and Ivor who comes every month and does the
mowing) regularly attend all working bees. This is good but of course it would be wonderful to have a few more able
participants who could, by their participation (ie slavery to weed pulling) enable the core group to have an
occasional break. It is pleasing that planting days attract sometimes up to 12 extra helpers.

Working
bees occur
throughout
the year
and are
held on the
fourth
Tuesday
each month.

While they may be cancelled if it is raining some keen members have been known to attend in raincoats! However,
Daphne says, ‘Only once or twice in 10 years have we had any rain on our working bee day. Instead the sun almost
always shines on us at the top of the hill as we look over the city sometimes hidden in the fog below.’

Through all seasons, especially during the winter hibernation months, working bees encourage us to get
out and stretch a little (or a lot) depending on the individual needs. A bracing winter day can be
exhilarating; spring and autumn are perhaps favoured for the milder weather - but a hat, long sleeves
and the morning start ensure that summer-times are also good to be outdoors.
Attendance at the working bees has more than the physical benefits. There is much to learn about ‘our
natives’ not just the confusing names but what flowers where, when or what looks good together (hints
for garden design), how to plant, prune and mulch. Pruning or encouraging growth is often an uncertain
task for many so it is a bonus that at working bees it is possible to see and discuss the various methods
people espouse on this topic.
Daphne reminds us that there are so many
different jobs, apart from weeding which is of
course, a year long task. For those who can’t
bend or kneel there is help needed on
trimming back shrubs and pruning grasses etc.
A compost heap also occasionally needs
attention.
In Autumn new plants go in with a specific day
allocated for this.
‘If we are not thwarted by Covid 19
restrictions, it is planned to do a planting on
April 28th. Working out in the fresh air,
metres apart, doing something positive for
the environment rather than being cooped up
inside going crazy is good for all,’ Daphne says.
Come and help with this task, even learn a few
tips for your garden.

In ‘normal’ times each work
session ends with a cuppa
and a chat - both business
and pleasure, amplified by
Peter’s healthy, freshly
cooked muffins and
Daphne’s moreish cakes.
It is refreshing to meet
new people and connect over
a shared interest in native
plants - a key to our
environmental well being?

When asked to comment on their involvement and appreciation of the garden Suzanne wrote:

I first attended working bees as a new member over 10 years ago and was impressed with this
hidden gem of a garden. As a beginner I was keen to learn about Tasmanian native plants and
found the members at the working bee were very generous sharing their knowledge. I get great
pleasure attending each month and seeing what is in flower and contributing to the upkeep of
the garden.
Daphne wrote:

When I was planning to retire I wanted activities that Peter and I could enjoy together on a
voluntary basis that would benefit the community in general. The garden was on our side of the
river, not too far to travel so we took it on when Lynne M vacated the position.
I love being in a garden and outside in the fresh air and enjoy seeing plants grow, flourish and
flower. I also enjoy like- minded people’s company. I think one of my greatest pleasures is
designing gardens to look natural with no straight lines. When we took on the garden there were
lots more grassed areas so to be able to further design the garden and put all the edging
around the beds with rocks and driftwood gave me great pleasure and I had Peter’s help with all
the labouring!!
The garden is never static and every time we go, there are always some plants in flower - it is
always changing. I hear people’s pleasure when they report to me on their visit to the garden
and how they enjoyed it tremendously.

It is a great satisfaction to have reached
30,000 hits now that the garden can be seen
on Google Earth:
[Here are the coordinates when using Google
Earth - Mowbray, Tasmania 41˚ 24’ 34.78”
South, 147˚ 08’ 44.55” East]

Daphne 2019:
I think the garden is a great idea to showcase how a purely Tasmanian native plants garden can look in a
quarter acre block i.e. a suburban-sized garden and I am amazed at the people I meet who say they have
found the garden and are surprised by its beauty.

FEBRUARY PLAINS EXCURSION – 12TH JANUARY 2020

Roy Skabo

Eleven Northern Group members met at Mole Creek at 9
am and then travelled in convoy, picking up three more
excursionists on the way to the start of the walk.
The walk into the Basil Steers hut is about 3 km of gently ascending track with
a total climb of about 150m (from 900m to 1050m). It follows an an old logging
track for a few hundred metres then becomes a narrow path for the rest of the
way to the hut.
At this altitude plants flower much later than the same species nearer sea level, so we saw Stackhousia
monogyna, for example, in full flower.
After walking through rain forest and a stand of paperbark for a kilometre or so we emerged into a
heavily-logged and disturbed area which, ironically, was very colourful because of the beautiful Stylidium
graminifolium and Hibbertia procumbens flourishing there due to lack of a canopy of trees.

Hibbertia procumbrens ^
Photo: M Statham

Stylidium
graminifolium. >
Photo: M Killen

The final kilometre
or so was through
wet sclerophyll
forest in which most
of the colour was
provided by the
bright red fruit of
Leptocophylla
parvifolia.
Photo: M Statham

Among orchids seen along the track were Pterostylis
foliata, Pterostylis decurva and, just as we approached the
hut, several beautiful specimens of Diuris monticola.

Chilolglottis sp. Photo: M Killen

< Diuris monticola.
Photo: M Killen

We lunched at the historic Basil Steers number 1 hut, which is in a most picturesque setting between
the forest and a beautiful open alpine plain.

Photo: Skabo

After lunch and a short talk on the geology of the area by Ian Thomas, we wandered out onto the plain
to look at the flora.
The lack of rain in the past few months meant that there was no water in any of the creek beds
dissecting the plain and the very colourful display to which we had been treated on our previous visit two
years ago, was somewhat muted.
Nevertheless we found more than enough to keep us happy for the next hour or so.
Several species of daisy including the yam daisy (Microseris lanceolata), Celmisia saxifraga, a Craspedia
sp. and several others. The cushion plant Dracophyllum minimum was in flower as were the brilliant blue
sky-lily (Herpolirion novae-zelandiae) and the iris Diplarrena latifolia.
About half way along our return journey we realized we were on the wrong track (steeper, lots of rock
cairns and wrong coloured tape markers). We retraced our route, found the correct track and arrived at
the cars in good time. As it happens the “wrong” track is an alternative and slightly shorter walk to the
hut and could be used, with a car shuttle of about 2 km each way, to provide a partial round-trip walk.

< The beginning

Photo: R Skabo ^

Along the way
Telopea truncata

>

Mick Statham

A geology talk - thanks
Ian!

Photo: L Skabo

BUSHFIRE RECOVERY WORKSHOP
L. Skabo + M. Killen photos
A well attended Bushfire Recovery Workshop was held at the APST NG Nursery at Windsor Community
Precinct on Saturday 29 February 2020.
This was a collaborative effort between Conservation Volunteers Australia, The Under-storey Network
and APST Northern Group to teach members of the public about propagating techniques using low
flammable Tasmanian native plants.

Plants of low flammability ^

By mid morning, the propagation shed was humming with busy volunteers and keen learners while another
large group learned about the next steps in the propagating process in the shade-house and the outside
hardening-off area.
The plentiful and diverse native Australian plants ready for the NG April sale were a great talking point
with discussions about other plants which had low flammability and thus were more suitable to grow near
houses.

Propagation

^

< Seed collection

Seed collection

After an introductory talk about different species of low
flammable plants and methods of propagation by Ruth Mollison of
USN and Grant Houniet of CVA, the visitors worked
enthusiastically with guidance from APST volunteers.

After a few hours, seven trays
full of small punnets of cuttings

or seeds had been produced. These cuttings will be mainly grown in The Under-storey Network Nursery
in Hobart for several months and when large enough, many will be planted in fire affected areas in the
state to enhance recovery.
Ruth and Grant were very impressed with the excellent order, organisation and beautiful native plant
selection at our NG Nursery.

< Lynne promoting APST Inc.

Northern Group
shade house >

March Meeting
POM Lace flowers - Trachymene composita + Trachymene humilis

Louise Skabo

Lace flower is an apt common name for the two species from the Trachymene genus found in Tasmania.
Louise chose Trachymene composita (parsnip lace flower)
after seeing it flowering strongly in a disturbed bush
area on the *February Plains excursion - *now changed to
Borradaile Plains excursion.
T. composita is mainly a short-lived perennial herb up to
120cm tall. The flowers are white occurring in many
flowered umbels. Its leaves have a sheathing base, are
deeply divided, grooved and hairy. It is found in coastal,
wet and sandy heath and is prevalent in areas after fire
or ground disturbance.
Louise said it would make an attractive garden annual.
(Photo from internet: gramho.com)

Photas: R. Skabo

Trachymene humilis is a small low Alpine or sub-alpine plant about 10cm high and 15cm wide. In summer it
has white/pink flowers, displaying soft umbels on a stalk usually longer than the leaves.
It has ovate, fleshy, lobed leaves in a basal rosette. T. humilis is widespread in the grassy heathlands of
the central and north-east mountains. It is also found in Vic and NSW.
While these two species from the family, Araliaceae are distributed widely in Tasmania, Louise
mentioned the rarer W.A. Trachymene coerulea, Rottnest daisy or blue/pink lace flower. This is an
attractive blue or pink flowering plant similar in habit to T. composita. It is also useful as a cut flower.

Speaker:

Dr Tanya Bailey - The Climate Future Plots projects: establishing an ecological research
network to help adapt to a changing climate.

Dr Tanya Bailey was the first speaker for this year - a year which has more than the pandemic to
contend with. Her topic was a forceful reminder of the changing ecological world. Tanya spoke on ‘The
Climate Future Plots project: establishing an ecological research network to help adapt to a changing
climate.’ She is involved with revegetation work, specifically to build research to test the many ideas on
how to best meet the challenges of a changing climate. The research has been happening in Tasmania for
the last ten years but more recently Tanya has been travelling Victoria talking to landowners, people in
government, landcare etc. - basically those who are interested in the idea of introducing plant genetics
that are already adapted to potential future hot and dry climates.
We are seeing a lot of change in our
communities world-wide. The Cider gum,
(Eucalyptus gunnii) dieback on the Central
Plateau is an obvious example here in
Tasmania.
This species has adapted to the highest,
coldest region so is one of the most frost
resistant but as temperatures are increasing
it has nowhere to go and is struggling to
survive. The top photos taken at Mienna
show the decline from 1987 to 2000.
It is necessary to protect biodiversity to
preserve it and maintain it in a healthy
state. The ability to do this is really
challenged not only by climate change but
also by the legacy of vegetation
fragmentation and habitat clearing which is
still happening today - only recently there
was a mass loss of trees in the Midlands
cleared for irrigation schemes and also the
roadworks.
Climate change is influencing flowering
times, pollination, seed dispersal, seed
production and viability. It affects the
ability of plants to germinate e.g. the plant
that needs a good frost and it affects adult
plant survival. For example Eucalyptus
viminalis is struggling. Trees in the photo
(right) are dying from the Ginger Syndrome
which is strongly linked to extreme heat
events. On the Monaro Plains there is
massive decline of this species.

Tanya cautioned: it takes the decline of just
one species to influence the health of wider
vegetation communities.

’Species must adapt in situ, migrate or die’ - a sobering statement demanding attention.

See the diagrams showing climate change projections and impacts for Tasmania www.dpac.tas.gov.au/
__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/475432/TCCO_Fact_Sheet_-_Climate_Change.pdf and some more
recent projections for Victoria www.climatechange.vic.gov.au/vcp19 to which Tanya referred.
This Midlands view is another stark example of the
changes we are witnessing on our small island.
The World Food and Agriculture Organisation estimates
that 25% of global land area is degraded and that 2 billion
ha of degraded forest needs restoration.
Thus the United Nations has proclaimed the UN New York
Declaration to restore 350M ha by 2030 and it has
declared that 2020-2030 is to be the UN Decade of
Forest Restoration.
The Climate Future Plots projects is one set up as part of
the global effort to restore forests world wide. It is part
of an ecological research network to help plants adapt to a
changing climate.
Climate Future Plots are areas of revegetated and restored land which incorporate genetic and/or
species diversity to enhance habitat resilience for a changing future. Through the use of carefully
selected species and seeds sourced from different areas, genetic diversity is maximised and adaptive
potential increased. Tanya reiterates that it is about assisting species to migrate, move around and so
enable them to adapt.
Thus what seeds to choose and where from, are crucial factors as is predicting the future climate
trends in areas to ensure that plant coverage is maintained despite the changing climate. Tanya stressed
the importance of seed choice. It is necessary to find locations that have similar climate variables now
in order to source appropriate plant genetics for revegetation. However, it is also necessary to collect
seeds from areas where the current climate is similar to the projected future climate.
At www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/ (CSIRO Climate Change in Australia) there is a tool called
‘Analogues Explorer’ which shows areas in Australia where the current climate is similar to the
projected future climate at your chosen site. It enables people to select appropriate plant genetics
when planning revegetation work.
There are problems. Seed availability is one. It would help to have more dedicated seed production areas
for seed that is already adapted to hotter, dryer climates. These seed production areas would also
protect native bushland from excessive seed collection. Across Australia coordination between groups
such as collectors, suppliers and nurseries needs to be developed effectively and strengthened.
Tanya recommended ‘Florabank’ - a valuable seed information source. Find it at https://
www.florabank.com.au/
Another source is ‘The Atlas of Living Australia’ which allows access to Australia’s biodiversity data.
In Victoria organisations and community groups are planning to establish and monitor their own future
plots when revegetating cleared and fragmented landscapes. Tanya emphasises the importance of
monitoring, to know where the seed comes from and to be able to ascertain the survival chances of seed
from different localities. It is a key aspect often lacking when revegetation work is undertaken. From
what goes into the area being regenerated there needs to be good data collecting. It must be clear what
is happening.

*****
In Tasmania there is restoration work already underway - Revegetation for carbon and connectivity.
UTAS and Greening Australia have been doing work for the last 10 years as part of the Tasmanian
Island Ark Program.
Using techniques adapted from forestry plantations, vegetation
corridors and buffering remnant areas have been established in the
Midlands, in a nationally recognised Biodiversity hotspot.

This project featured 1400ha, 800,000 trees, 21km of river banks.

Revegetation of Macquarie River banks

- early days ^
The trees are growing >

However, the revegetation work provides challenges such as the maintenance of relationships and
plantings on involved properties plus there is the cost of protecting plantings from browsers and feral
deer. Ongoing funding for such projects is often sparse.
Fortunately the work being done at Connorville is supported by Roderick O’Connor who is a great
ambassador for the revegetation projects. He maintains areas and erects cages against deer that are a
constant and expensive cause of damage to the trees.

The aim of these projects is more than just replacing trees. It is a conscious effort to restore an
ecosystem which includes all the other animals, birds etc. There is a lot of rare and threatened species
in the Midlands so it is essential to provide habitat for these species. Tanya discussed the difficulties in
establishing low ground cover. She said that it is very hard to achieve this and yet it is crucial for animal
survival. Also funding goes to Trees for Carbon so funding for the understory is not a priority despite
its importance. It is Tanya’s hope that in the future we can invest in ‘biodiversity’ credits similar to
carbon credits.
Tanya briefly mentioned the longterm research infrastructure that enables field testing of seed
provenancing theories. In Tasmania there is the extensive network of species and provenance trials. A
wide range of seed has been collected from Eucalyptus pauciflora, E. tenuiramis, E. ovata and more
recently E. viminalis. In fact the research has been used as a case study in National Guidelines for
Experimental Restoration Plantings.
Some of that
work is at
Connorville
which was
established
< in 2014

2018 >

< Eucalyptus viminalis plot
at Connorville est. 2019

The latest research concerns Eucalyptus viminalis which is a widespread species, struggling across its
distribution both in Tasmania and on the Mainland. Seed, Tanya said, has been collected from 13
different provenances including Bruny Island then we have planted all those back into every site - 11 in
total.
Tanya: “These are strong experimental designs which enable us to tease out the reactions between
climate, genetics and home sites so it is a really exciting way to put things in.”
Eucalyptus Australia has granted funding for this work to gather evidence looking at ecophysiology and
genetics so as to properly understand what is happening to Eucalyptus viminalis.
We thank Tanya for her compelling and most informative presentation.
Damien Naughton noted some points of interest…
We were fortunate to be enlightened by Dr Tanya Bailey, who was our guest speaker on 17 March.
Tanya told us of the research project she is working on with UTAS and others to design reforestation projects for
Tasmania which will be best suited to predicted future climate conditions. She gave an exciting talk about research being
carried out with CSIRO and Victorian government climate change scientists.

Some of the references she gave were:
CSIRO Climate Studies (more hot days, sea level rise, more acidic ocean, decline in snow, more extreme rainfall
•
intensity, increased time in drought)
Atlas of Living Australia (gives details of our animals, plants and fungi)
•
Florabank – Greening Australia (seed collection guidelines)
•
Tanya told us of the significant loss of Tasmanian eucalypts in recent years due to Ginger Syndrome. This has caused
damage to several species, apparently due to excessive heatwave periods causing bleeding of the sap or gum. This has
given a ginger colouring to the trunks.
The research project Tanya is working on has the objective of ensuring that reforestation of affected areas will be based
on effective data about which species will best suit particular areas, soil conditions, future climate, etc.

Faith in the Future! -Northern Group Excursion to Connorville

S.Percy

Damien Naughton

The following day, 18
March, Tanya led an
excursion to the large
beautiful property
Connorville south of
Cressy. The backdrop of
the Western Tiers and
the moody skyscape of
impending rain set the
scene.
DN

We inspected a large fenced area (about 500m square) which had been planted with
a variety of species, mainly eucalypts and wattles, in 2016. Tanya and several PhD students have been
monitoring progress of the trees against predictions. Some of
the PhD projects are studying various aspects of the understory,
insects, and other factors.
There were signs of deer, wombats, rabbits and other animals
having broken or jumped the 2m high fence. Intentionally, no
intervention had been done to damaged plants. There were some
losses but most trees had progressed to or beyond expectation.
We were then shown another area where plantings had been done
in individual cages with the cages set out in a grid pattern.

The research project should result in reforestation using species
which have proved themselves in the past, in climatic conditions
similar to those which are expected in Tasmania in the future.
S.Percy

G.Zachs

Photos: S Percy

G Zachs

Tanya Bailey centre, showing one of the tree guards which has been damaged by deer.

G.Zachs

DN

Revegetation at Connorville

DN

Thank you to Damien, Gilly, Sharon for the photos.

Other matters
1. The AGM held on February 18th was well attended with business being completed efficiently. The
previously circulated reports from retiring president, Louise Skabo and treasurer, Rosemary Verbeeten
were accepted promptly by the meeting.
On behalf of members, Margaret Killen thanked Louise for her two years in the role. She highlighted
her superb organisational skills and ability to manage all tasks whether committees, community education
responses or Blooming Tasmania. Margaret said Louise has ‘kept a handle on absolutely everything’ and
we could not agree more.
Now it is over to Peter Dowde who was elected president. We thank him for accepting this
responsibility. All other office holders retained their positions. However, Louise is to fill in as business
secretary (previously held by Peter) until another volunteer is found. The position of vice president also
needs an occupant.
Other points arising
*The Programme/Publicity committee which remarkably has the year’s programme complete with an
exciting list of speakers would appreciate others to join the group. It was also noted that all members
may send suggestions regarding speakers and topics.
*Louise has plans in her Social Media role and would appreciate another member to work with her to
further develop the Facebook page.
*Janet has completed the organisation of our library collection. We are encouraged to use it because
there is much worth borrowing. Items can be easily borrowed at a meeting for a month or two.
*From the President’s report and worth noting here: Success at plant sales in 2019 enabled the
Northern Group to donate to the Royal Botanical Gardens. A donation of $4,000 was split between new
refrigeration equipment for the Seed Bank and the re-development of the Tasmanian native garden
area. Louise stated in her president’s report: ‘It was pleasurable to help other organisations with similar
aims for the conservation and promotion of Australian plants.’

2. The General Business meeting began with Peter presiding for a second time. - the last was in 1980
when as he said he didn’t need to wear glasses!
Discussion covered a number of points e.g.*John Hosford reported on the outside nursery bench being built by the Men’s Shed .
*Janet was pleased with the response and support given to her request for a roster planned to share
the burden of the work at the nursery.
*A date for the Autumn plant sale was decided - April 4 - but solutions regarding early customers
swooping in plus the number of advertised open hours were left for the next meeting.
*Plant of the Month and supper rosters were circulated.
When the meeting finished the room was quickly packed up and supper was shared with much
conversation flowing after the long Xmas holiday break.

That was then……This is NOW

3. Cancellations due to Covid-19 restrictions.
This is part of the email Louise sent March 24
Since the Prime Minister's announcement of even stricter conditions concerning Covid-19 and social
distancing last Sunday, you were probably expecting this email cancelling APST Northern Group
Meetings at Max Fry Hall until further notice.
Thus, all guest speakers will be informed that we have cancelled meetings and we just hope they are able
to come and speak another time in the future. As well, excursions have been cancelled for a while but we
hope to go to Notley Fern Gorge before the winter is over. The Program Committee will keep you
informed.
However, working bees at Tasmanian Native Garden will continue and if you are tired of being indoors,
the garden is always open and our management committee would love to have extra weeding and pruning
done. The 4th Tuesday in April will be a planting day for 90 new plants and we would love to see you
there - the garden is big enough for people to work safely, well separated.
From Janet Hallam, nursery manager
The Autumn plant sale cancelled.
Email to members April 1
You’ll not be surprised that our propagation sessions at the nursery have been suspended for the
foreseeable future. The Stables potting shed has been closed by West Tamar Council.

Until further notice, Sharon and I will be going to the nursery separately to do various chores,
chiefly potting-on at this stage. Over the next few weeks and months I may phone some of you
one at a time to see if you are willing to go to the nursery to do a specific requested task, on
your own. Most of the supplies that will be needed have been re-located across to the shadehouse, from the stables.
Don’t hesitate to phone, text or email me if you have any queries.

4. Newsletter Needs
Over the next weeks/months we will I suspect spend much
time in our gardens. With all APST Inc. gatherings postponed
it would be a positive step if we could keep a little
communication open through this newsletter.
What to do:—
Find a spot in your garden which has a point of interest. Snap
it and send it to the newsletter. It could be a photo of a
single flower, a group with pleasing colours, shape, design or it
could be a pot plant, a creature etc.
You could send just the photo or you could add a snippet
which tells the story of the scene or item. What garden
activities are keeping you active? Who is propagating at
home? How is this being done and what plants? Recipes for
native plant foods? Relevant plant news items that have drawn
attention?

On a more formal note we could continue with
Plant of the Month. It should be possible to
select the plant, take photos, research it and
share this through the newsletter.

Top of page: Chrysocephalem apiculatum
Below: Melaleuca gibbosa
Olearia phlogopappa

5. extra Tasmanian Native Garden Photos
from Roy Skabo at a December working bee

Suzanne

Lomatia tinctoria

6. A treat to end on….

At the March meeting Helen Statham brought
along for all of us to enjoy this beautiful
specimen of Eucryphia moori.

Mick Statham later sent these photos which he
had taken in his garden.

He wrote:
Here are a couple of photos of our Eucryphia moori. It usually grows as a tall slender tree but we have
pruned this one to thicken it at the base. The young one shows the true growth form.

Thank you Mick and Helen.

Please consider what you can share over the next weeks. Get busy, take
photos and share them through this newsletter.

